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Book your tickets while you can! 

FoSE quiz night is approaching fast, and many teams have already bagged their 

tables.  If you wish to take part in this annual extravaganza, please email Susan 

Hodgson at susanhodgson16@aol.com or phone her on 01342 327452 to secure 

your place, although at time of publication you may already be too late.  The quiz 

will take place in the Barn Café on Tuesday 30th October at 7 for 7.30.  

Refreshments and a raffle will be on offer as well, and Keith and Caroline are no 

doubt already putting together a series of questions designed to test our brains.  

If you haven’t got a full house (up to 6 people), book a place anyway, and Susan will 

make sure you are put in a team.  Pay on the door - £3 for FoSE members, £4 for 

those who haven’t seen the light yet.  Tea/coffee and cake £1.50; drink only £1. 

NUTS ABOUT STANDEN! 



Lest we forget 

It seems incredible to me that a war which 

loomed so large in my grandparents’ stories when 

I was a child ended nearly 100 years ago.  To 

commemorate this important event, Standen is 

planning a display of poppies for the fortnight 

surrounding Armistice Day – 11th November.  

Trudie and Carolyn have been busy co-ordinating 

the creation of hundreds of knitted and 

crocheted poppies which are now being sewn on to 

their backing for display.  I’m not quite sure what 

James thought they were for when the first 

piece was brought in to the stable yard recently, 

but seems determined to make a fashion 

statement. 
 

Joking apart, the knitted, crocheted and 

felt poppies have been made by over 50 

members of staff, garden and house 

volunteers, friends and family. There are 

over 2,000 of them (Trudie and Carolyn 

stopped counting at that point!) They are 

being sewn onto black netting which will be 

hung through the Gong House, over 

Grandfather’s Walk wall and also placed on 

the ground between the lime trees. There 

are also lots 

of poppies 

which have 

been made 

from plastic 

milk bottles 

and painted 

red, which will go into the tree circles around the 

lime trees.  The completed work will make a 

stunning display; even a volunteer stitching poppies 

onto the backing caused a flurry of exclamations 

and visitor photos recently.  The display will 

create a moving memorial to those who fought, 

died or simply survived the depredations of war as 

civilians between 1914 and 1918.   

 

…Or are they all gourds and squashes?  

Many garden volunteers will remember hours spent trying to eradicate bindweed 



 and ground elder from the herbaceous 

border beside the croquet lawn.  

Emptying the bed and leaving it fallow for 

a while, and then planting wild flowers 

(and tulips of course) helped to eradicate 

many of the more pernicious weeds, but 

before a new herbaceous border is 

established, it was decided to plant a 

selection of pumpkins, gourds and 

squashes on the bed as a kind of weed 

suppressant exercise.  50 different 

varieties were obtained from Seeds of Italy, and sown in small pots which lived in 

James’ trailer until they were ready to plant out.  Some 120 small plants were put 

in, and for a short time, the bed seemed quite bare.   
 

Then, they began to grow, and so fast, 

no one dared stand too close for long 

for fear of being grabbed by a passing 

tendril.  The fruits began to swell 

beautifully, and the leaves and shoots, 

despite careful planting aimed to make 

them go the other way, started to 

encroach on the lawn.  Consequently, the 

garden group engaged in a trimming back 

exercise some weeks ago, harvesting a 

number of exotic fruits on the way.   
 

Both the bed itself and the display of fruits – placed temporarily in the Kitchen 

Garden – have excited an enormous amount of comment from the visitors, and the 

volunteers have enjoyed playing ‘identify that pumpkin'.  Is it a Small Yellow 

Crookneck or a Specked Swan, a Marina di Chioggia or a Turkish Turban?  The only 

one that can’t be mistaken is the huge, 

orange Atlantic Giant pumpkin, which 

definitely lives up to its name.  
 

The crop has now been harvested and 

stored in the new greenhouses for the 

time being.  And what a prolific 

harvest it was.  This photo, taken by 

Martin Tasker, also shows the work 

recently completed by the wall building 

team in very sultry conditions. 
 

Standen’s new barn and wood store  

Anyone who has ever seen the film Witness will know that it takes a whole Amish 



community - and Harrison Ford of course - to raise the frame of a barn  

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a7kLSk9-TRg ).  However, although there has 

been some input from the Woods Group, Ben seems determined to build the new 

barn beside the car park with no help, except occasionally from James, when more 

than even Ben’s pair of hands was needed to raise the last A frame recently.  The 

barn is being constructed almost entirely of Chestnut from the Standen Estate, 

although the ridge pole is Ash, as it was the only tree with a long enough trunk.   

When the frame is finished, the sides may have hurdles to enclose the space, but 

will otherwise be open.  The roof will be 

covered with chestnut shingles, of 

which several thousand will need to be 

cut with a special tool.  
 

Once complete, the barn will be used in 

part as a wood store, but will also be 

used as a workshop, with items like a 

pole lathe and shave horse installed, 

and hopefully as a learning area for all 

things wood-based. 
 

Split the Difference 

For those of you surprised by the open spaces 

appearing in Hilltop Shaw, James has provided 

an explanation as well as filling us in on the 

history and etymology of the this strip of land. 
 

A while ago now, FoSE made one of their biggest 

purchases, of a log splitter to go on the back of 

the tractor. I thought I would write a little 

about it as many of you might not see it in 

action.  A recent use has been splitting some of 

the beech wood that was taken down on the 

Drive at the beginning of September. 

The Trust acquired Hilltop Shaw three years 

ago from St Anthony’s Trust – it is the 

strip of woodland that runs along the 

left of the Drive as you enter Standen, 

between West Hoathly Road and the 

cottages. It was originally planted in 

1892 by the Beales as part of the 

conditions of the sale of Standen to 

them from Saint Hill Manor – the reason 

being to screen the views of Standen’s 

drive from the Manor; though traffic 

must have been pretty minimal at the 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a7kLSk9-TRg


time.  The main trees planted were beech and since then others such as holly, yew 

and oak have grown up in between. For a long time, we used to maintain the Shaw, 

even though we didn’t own it, a particular problem being fly-tipping in the car park. 

Since taking it on, we have been able to increase the work we have done; ridding 

the site of invasive laurel and rhododendron and opening up the woodland floor to 

encourage bluebells and other wild flowers. 
 

Unfortunately, beech has a limited life of 100-150 years in most conditions and 

ours are reaching the end of this time. I imagine that over the next 20 years, 

almost all the beech will have to go, completely changing the approach to Standen. 

The Drive has been like this for longer than anyone can remember – there are 

memories of the trees being used to hide tanks from German planes just before D 

Day, and each of the beech has had a number carved 

into the back of the trunk, I would guess about 40-

50 years ago, probably as part of a mapping scheme. 

It is such a shame to lose such a lovely part of the 

landscape and what can become friends when you 

travel past them on such a regular basis. We will use 

the opportunity to see what grows in their place – 

maybe more beech or maybe something else; 

woodlands are constantly changing to adapt to the 

climate, their surroundings or the types of 

management that is undertaken. 

This has left us with a large amount of wood to 

process, and the wood splitter makes this so much 

more easy. The split logs will be used in fireplaces 

around the estate or in the café, or they may be 

sold to help raise funds for the future management 

of the woodlands. 
 

Incidentally: The name Hilltop Shaw was something I came up with a few years ago 

when we needed to record work done there in the diary. Before then it seems to 

have had no historical name, except maybe ‘Plantation’ in Margaret Beale’s diary – 

though another part of the Garden is now named as such. Hilltop is from its 

location and Shaw is derived from the old English ‘sceaga’ (pre 7th Century) which 

refers to a narrow strip of woodland between fields that is too wide to be a hedge. 

People with the surname Shaw are often descended from those living in such strips 

of trees, working the adjoining land. 
 

New rules for hirers 

Sometime recently, the FoSE barbecues were borrowed and unfortunately 

returned in a less than perfect state of cleanliness.  While FoSE is happy to loan 

these out, for a reasonable contribution to funds, we are not happy to clean up 

after people.  So, from now on FoSE will charge a deposit to hirers.  Anyone 

wishing to borrow the barbecues will have to gain permission from one of the 



committee and pay £25 up front.  If the kit comes back in good order, £15 will be 

returned to them, leaving a £10 contribution.  We are sorry to have to do this, but 

as is so often the case, the thoughtlessness of the few will have to impact on the 

many. 

 

…and Autumn blooms 

 Nobody needs to be told that this was a 

difficult summer for gardeners.  Nine 

weeks of drought meant that some 

compromises had to be made, and we all 

had to watch as lawns turned brown and 

plants shrivelled.  However, it seems 

that it only takes a few heavy rain 

storms for things to recover, and the 

end of summer has  brought out colour 

and contrasts in the garden.   

The sloping lawn has been cut back now 

that the wild flowers have seeded, and 

although it looked a little bare at first, it 

was also tidy as the volunteers spent a day 

digging up encroaching brambles and 

removing weeds which blurred the 

textures of the shrubs and trees 

bordering it.  The lawn was raked, 

removing dead grass and leaves, and at the 

end of the day, the area looked cared for, 

and ready for the next step, which is to shape the trees to open up the views. 
 

Not far away, the beds at the end of the Lower Terrace, which, now the upper bed 

has been cleared of its previously rather tired display, have been planted mainly in 

hot colours, were a riot of heleniums, 

cannas, phlox, dahlias, persicaria – and 

other planting.  Above this, the acers are 

just beginning to colour up, providing a 

perfect backdrop.  The view clearly 

stopped several visitors in their tracks, 

and cameras were clicking.  The planned 

extension of this bed to wrap round the 

Bean Tree promises to make it even more 

eye-catching. 
 

Name that plant  

There are of course innumerable plants all around Standen garden and wider 

estate.  Most of us know the names of some of them, but I suspect none of us 



know all of them.  Some of us know the common 

names, but not the Latin ones; some of us know 

what kind of plant something is; some us can even 

name the family.  But we all struggle with plant 

identification from time to time.   

 

To try to make our lives easier and to help us to 

help visitors identify the plants which catch their 

eye, James and Carolyn have set up a Pinterest 

page on which he is gradually adding all the plants 

at Standen – no small task.  These can now be found 

– grouped if you 

have logged in to 

Pinterest – at 

Named Plants at 

Standen and James is adding new items all the 

time.  Some appear just as photos, but eventually 

all will appear in the format seen below, which 

gives the full Latin name beside the more common 

one, and adds family and plant type, along with 

where its home is and the date it was 

photographed. 
 

So now there is no excuse for not knowing what 

something is, especially as the Pinterest page is 

permanently open on the computer in the stable 

yard kitchen. 
 

The genteel side of gardening  

While the majority of the Garden Group 

was on its knees on the drive, some of the 

more nimble-fingered were co-opted to 

help Rachel strip lavender flowers from 

their stems so that the café can cook up 

some delicious lavender-flavoured recipes.  

Sounds easy, but in fact it turns out that 

lavender clings to its stalks tenaciously.  

Nevertheless, after around an hour, there 

were sufficient flowers in the box to keep 

the kitchen happy The work group was covered in lavender, and smelled delightful. 
 

Just when you thought it was safe to go back into the water…  

With Nick safely at Nymans, perhaps you thought bulb planting was a thing of the 

past.  Think again.   



 As if tulips weren’t enough to contend 

with, James has recently taken a delivery 

of 14,000 bulbs – narcissus, hyacinth, 

crocus and iris as well as tulips.  These 

fortunately arrived on site when the 

Garden Group was available, and 

volunteers were turned into a chain gang 

to pass the bags and boxes through the 

side entrance to the house and down to 

the cellar where they will be stored until 

planting time.  If that wasn’t enough to 

scare off 

any 

respective 

volunteer, 

word has it that there are 17,500 bedding plants on 

order as well: forget-me-not, aubretia, wallflowers 

and polyanthus.  Planting will begin on 12th November 

and James is encouraging everyone to help, maybe 

even coming in on extra days.  It’s surprising that 

the volunteers let him out of the cellar. 

 

Standen will look stunning next spring – if any of us 

survives to see it!  

 

Bug Hotels 

St Catherine’s Hospice in Crawley runs a 

Dragon Boat Festival every September.  Ros 

and Roger in the Woods Group agreed to 

make items for their garden tombola and 

have produced five, beautifully crafted bug 

houses made out of scrap wood and bamboo 

as Standen’s contribution to the event.  Any 

insect would no doubt consider one of these a 

very desirable residence. 
 

Homework time! 

Clerodendron; Persicaria– Kiss me over the Garden Gate; Vibernum;  Dahlia Magenta Star… 

 

Pam Griffiths                             September ‘18

  


